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Some reservations

• After seven readings and intense discussions with stakeholders I

think I understand DG COMP’ Google Search decision (COMP

AT.39.740). However, the market definitions still troubles me

• DG COMP decision involves practices dating back to 2009 in highly

innovative markets (things have changed and it not always possible

to find the originals websites etc.)
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Unlocking the Google Search decision 

Unlocking Google Search involves understanding:

• The involve players and markets and charges levied 

against Google (and how Google Search only cover 

some of these)

• The theory of harm advanced by DG COMP, its legal 

merits and embedded weakness

• How many of these weakness motivated FTC (US) to 

close their investigations into Google, indicating them to 

be more than legal weakness 
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A number of players are active 

• A number of players (and markets) are involved in the 

case. For the purpose of simplicity, I will confine myself 

to the following actors:

• Content providers, e.g. news providers

• Advertisers (including sponsored links)

• Search engines, including general (horizontal) and 

specialized (vertical) searches

• Comparison shopping   
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Content providers offers content
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Advertisers 
buys space 
with content 
providers 
through an 
intermediate 
e.g. Google



Search engines allows you to search
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However, two alternatives methods are available:
a) General (horizontal) search covering the entire 

internet for whatever your are looking for, or
b) Specialized (vertical) search focusing on a 

specific subject matter, e.g. places and events 



Search engines allows you to search
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• Google Search offers a general search while e.g. yelp offers 
a specialized search (focusing on places and events) 

• Google also offers specialized searches e.g. Google Images, 
Google Flights, Google Maps etc.
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• Following an inquiry a
general search will
yield an generic
(organic) index of hits
(organic blue links)

• The quality depends
on the algorithm,
which constantly are
improved by tracking
users actual clicking
(called “click-through-
rates”) thus creating
strong network and
bandwagon effects

• Further to the generic
index, some links
might be sponsored
generating an income
for the search engine

Search engines allows you to search



Comparison shopping compares prices
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• Comparison shopping
allows users to compare
prices and
characteristics across
different providers of
product and services
(see recital 191) and is
not a specialized
search services (see
recital 193-195)

• Google is active in this
market with Google
Shopping (originally
know as Froogle/Google
Product Search)

• Foundem is a competitor
(and one of the original
plaintiffs)



Searching on the internet with Google
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When you open 
your Google 
search engine 
you get a clean 
window prepared 
for your quary 



Searching on the internet with Google
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Typing in e.g. 
“Advokat” (lawyer) 
will provide you 
with this screen (In 
Denmark)

1. general search

2. sponsored link 

3. Information in 
boxes (OneBox)



Searching on the internet with Google
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Typing in e.g. 
“Advokat” (lawyer) 
will provide you 
with this screen (In 
Denmark)
Embedded in this is 
in reality multiple 
searches
1. general search

2. sponsored link 

3. vertical search 
providing content 
for the boxes



Searching on the internet with Google
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Choosing a product 
e.g. “Christian 
Louboutin shoes” 
still involves 
multiple searches
1. general search
2. comparison 

shopping (using 
the Shopping 
Unit)

3. vertical search 
providing content 
for the boxes

4. (sponsored links)



Searching on the internet with Google
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• Google refers to its 
services as 
universal search 
(disputing 
separating 
horizontal and 
vertical searches)

• Labels the 
Shopping Unit as 
innovation (an 
improvement to 
general search)

• Utilize several 
services for the 
boxes



• The first web browser was released in 1991 followed in 1994

by the first search engines allowing users to search for any

word in any webpage, in contrast to prior engines only

granting access to predefined content

• Google was founded in 1998 and focused initially on general

(horizontal) searches. From 2001 additional services was

introduced, including (2002) what today is know as Google

Shopping and some specialized (vertical) searches

• In 2007 a new feature (now Shopping Unit) was added to the

general search utilizing content from Google Shopping and

feeding it into the generic index (in prominent place)

• Please note: The Shopping Unit is a functionality, not to be

confused with Google Shopping, which is a service

(comparison shopping) and standalone domain address

• As early as 2007 claims of self-favoring was thrown at

Google and in 2009 Foundem joint in on these

Google business case
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• Google’ business essentially evolves around

selling advertisements. Either on content pages or

trough sponsored links on the internet

Google business case
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• Comparison shopping, and the different vertical

services also generate (some) income, in contrast

to general search. However, the later feeds the

algorithm and thus the advertisement business

Google business case
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The charges against Google (EU and US)
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• Google applies a search bias 
with two elements: i) 
reserving for own services 
the premium placement and 
display with picture, referring 
others to the generic index, 
void of pictures, and ii) 
intentionally downgrading 
competing services on the 
generic index, significantly 
negating the chance users 
chick on them

• Google steals content 
(scraping) and pursue a 
foreclose of the markets for 
advertisements through 
exclusivity (Google has 
folded on both but DG COMP 
is still investigating)



DG COMP’ investigation

• A formal complaint was logged with DG COMP in

November 2009 by Foundem, later joined by

(many) others, including new grievances

• Three rounds of unsuccessful discussions on

settlement were undertaken 2010-2014, but in

2015 DG COMP decided to change strategy and

build a case against Google on the search bias

and to open a new investigation into Android

• In June 2017 a EUR 2.42 billion fine was levied on

Google for the search bias. Further the issue of

exclusivity (and scraping) remains pending not to

mention the charges regarding Android
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DG COMP’ decision - Markets

• In my reading DG COMP identifies the availability of

three alternatives internet search methods:

a) General/horizontal search, covering the entire

internet, where Google holds a 90 % market share (in

all EU countries)

b) Specialized/vertical) search, focusing on a specific

subject matter, e.g. travels where Google are active

(but not much is offered on Google interests)

c) Comparison shopping, that (in my opinion) represent

a bridge service, by searching across different

specialized search engines and actual merchant

(Amazon) etc.

• And thus rebuts Google’ submission of i) a single

integrated search service (Universal Search) and ii)

comparison shopping as an improvement to this
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DG COMP’ decision - Markets

• I don’t feel qualified to rebuts nor challenge DG COMP’

market descriptions:

 Its supported by strong arguments and market

analysis (see recitals 154-263)

 Google has not challenged it before the General

Court (see case T-612/17 - Google and Alphabet)

focusing on other issues e.g. alternative providers

• I accept general and specialized searches as different,

but remain sceptic on separating comparison shopping:

1. It doesn’t fit into how I use the internet

2. Negate the evolution of the internet, and

3. Rejected in the US FTC decision
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It doesn’t fit into my use of the internet
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• Assuming I want to 
know more about 
shoes from  
Christian Louboutin, 
the Shopping Unit 
(utilizing Google’ 
comparison 
shopping) provides a 
price indication and 
pictures adjunct to 
my generic index

• I’m therefore 
somewhat inclined to 
see comparison 
shopping as an 
improvement to 
general searches 



A possible view of the internet
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Evolution of the internet over time

Only access 

to predefined 

content
General search

Vertical search

Comparison shopping

Universal 

search

1st generation 2nd generation 3rd generation



FTC decision on Google (2013)

• The FTC decision, closing the US investigation, is short

(4 pages), but a supporting internal memo (160 pages)

were accidentally released (but only in the form of

every second page) offering further insight:

• FTC motivates its decision by referring to the need

to respect innovation and product evolvement,

viewing services as comparison shopping as

improvements

• It even appears that FTC rebutted segregating on

general and specialized searches accepting

Google concept of universal search (but the matter

is partly clouded in the missing pages)
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DG COMP’ decision – Theory of harm

• DG COMP’ theory of harm involves the more favorable

displaying of Google own comparison shopping:

1. Google own comparison shopping are allotted

premium placement and display with pictures etc.

2. Competitors are referred to the generic index and

not displayed with pictures etc.
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DG COMP’ decision – Theory of harm

• DG COMP’ theory of harm involves the more favorable

displaying of Google own comparison shopping:

3. Competitors are made subject to penalties in the

algorithm, not applicable to Google services,

relegating them to low placements on the generic

index and thus reduced chance of clicks

4. Google is not ignorant of the later and might even

engaged in a malicious strategy on the matter

5. Google disputes applying penalties and pursuing a

foreclosure strategy. However, the premium display

and effect in terms of traffic, are supported by facts

and substantial calculations
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DG COMP’ decision – Legally

• Google disputes some of the facts submitted by DG

COMP, including the offered calculations (see case T-

612/17). However, the premium displaying is not, which

according to DG COMP (recital 341):

• “…. is Abusive because it constitutes a practice falling

outside the scope of competition on the merits as it: (i)

diverts traffic in the sense that it decreases traffic from

Google's general search results pages to competing

comparison shopping services and increases traffic from

Google's general search results pages to Google's own

comparison shopping service; and (ii) is capable of

having, or likely to have, anti-competitive effects in the

national markets for comparison shopping services and

general search services.”
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DG COMP’ decision – Legally

• Google disputes some of the facts submitted by DG

COMP, including the offered calculations (see case T-

612/17). However, the premium displaying is not, which

according to DG COMP (recital 341):

• Abuse is (anything) capable of having an anti-

competitive effects, including more prominent display in

responds to a search inquiry

• In principle a complete succumb to the effect based

approach to abuse. However, under this standard even

financial self-preservation would be abusive:

• General search is (in principle) unprofitable referring

Google to generate income from advertisements,

sponsored links and comparison shopping

• No legal support for this outside the “essential facility”

doctrine and even here it might be debatable as the owner

normally would be entitled to fair compensation
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DG COMP’ decision – Legally

• Not sure I accept self-favoring as abusive under any 

standards, unless coupled with some form of malicious intent

• Self-favoring appears normal on the internet as illustrated by 

recent TV guides (DR and TV2), listing own channels before 

the competitors (if listed at all) 
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FTC decision on Google (2013)

• The FTC decision, closing the Google-investigation, is

short (4 pages), but a supporting internal memo (160

pages) were accidentally released (but only in the form

of every second page) offering further insight:

• Further to the need to respect innovation and

product evolvement, FTC also notes the need to

balancing opposing interests when intervening, and

how this normally should dictate restraint

• And how US-anti-trust traditionally have been

unwilling to condemn self-preservation, making it

difficult to build a case (not to mention win it)
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DG COMP’ decision – Legally

• That doesn’t meaning that DG COMP’ decision is

wrong and must be overturned:

1. The concept of abuse is not confined by the text of

Article 102 nor existing case law, and can thus be

developed to accommodate new concepts

2. While some elements of the self-favoring are disputed by

Google (malicious intent) others (prominent display) are

not, making the discriminatory element undisputed

3. Moreover, while disputed by Google, the anti-competitive

effects does looks plausible (presuming the calculations

are not manifestly wrong)

4. Procedural irregularity are present (e.g. failure to take

minutes, explain decisions) but traditionally has the

General Court been pragmatic on such (pre-Intel)
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DG COMP’ decision – Legally

• Nevertheless, arguments are available in support of a

strict review before the General Court:

1. The evidence of malicious intent is not convincing consisting

mostly of extracts from internal e-mails

2. Google offered concessions three times, but is not allotted any

discount in appreciation of this (nor any explanation for this)

3. While dangerous to rely on rumors, it has leaked that pressure

were put on DG COMP to rebut any compromise with Google

4. The case echo discrimination, but isn’t pursued as such.

Perhaps, the discriminatory element is less prominent, giving

support to Google claim of a being held accountable under a

novel and unsupported abusive leverage standard

5. The abusive conduct is initially defined (recital 2) as the

favorable treatment of own services, but later (recital 342 and

344) as the downgrading of competing services. However, the

merits of the case points to their combination, leaving the

reader confused and indicating some carelessness
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FTC decision on Google (2013)

• The FTC decision, closing the Google-investigation,

appears motivated by:

• The need to respect innovation and product evolvement,

viewing services as comparison shopping as

improvements to general searches

• Rebutting segregating general and specialized searches

in favor of Google concept of universal search

• The need to balance opposing interests when

intervening, and how this normally should dictate

restrains

• And how US-anti-trust traditionally have been unwilling

to condemn self-preservation, making it difficult to build a

case (not to mention win it)

• Thus diverging from DG COMP, not only in the overall

conclusion, but also on the “debatable” issues
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DG COMP’ decision – Next step

• And do not forget that Google Search only covered the

search bias allegation

• We are still awaiting decisions on:

• The use of exclusivity and embedded attempt to

foreclosure the markets for advertisements.

Statements of Objections were issued in 2016

• The scrapping of IP protected materials (might not

be an issue with DG COMP anymore)

• The Android matter. Statements of Objections were

issued in 2015

• If Google has terminated the abuse as ordered

within 90 days (from June 2017)

• And of course the legal review of Google Search before

the General Court and potential appeals
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Questions
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Or contact me on cbe@jur.ku.dk


